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Help us improve Apparel. Please send in your suggestions and feedback to apparel.spenta@gmail.com

RAJESH MASAND 

Dear Friends,

Wishing you a Happy Diwali and a very prosperous New Year!

Diwali has been a bearer of good news with a pick-up in retail 
sales after what has been a long, dull period since Lockdown 
was announced in March 2020. There has been substantial 
clearance of stocks from the factories and wholesalers, in 
turn resulting in a gearing up of manufacturing activities for 
the coming season. Planning for the Summer bookings and 
sampling are underway across the country, reinjecting a much-
needed sense of positivity and revival of the economy.

Possibly, fear of a second wave and partial restrictions in some 
states could be a deterrent to the booking climate. However, 
the benefit of hindsight has illustrated the impact of a partial 
lockdown allowing the retailer to plan ahead and the general 
consensus is to continue doing business with aim to recover to 
original levels.

And as is true of all troubling times, this too shall pass. The 
promising news of a vaccine suggests there is an end in sight 
and return to a version of normal in the near future. On that 
note of good news and brighter futures, CMAI has announced 
the 72nd NGF to be held in February 2021 in Mumbai and the 
booking from participants has been very encouraging indeed.

While an end is in sight, we must still follow safety guidelines 
vigilantly. Please stay safe and stay healthy. Pray that we all end 
2020 on a very positive note and welcome 2021 with a bang!

With warm regards,



901, Naman Midtown, ‘A’ Wing, Behind Kamgar Kala Kendra,  
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Indian retail malls expect brighter prospects
The retail mall industry in India has been a hotspot and with the big-ticket mall culture growing, the size of the industry 
too has burgeoned. Stakeholders now expect the industry to grow bigger and better due to a positive outlook, rising 
incomes, favourable demographics and the entry of foreign players into the market. “India is the world’s fifth-largest 
global destination in the retail space. The retail industry reached $950 billion in 2018 at a CAGR of 13 per cent and is 
expected to reach $1.1 trillion by 2020. The revenues of India’s offline retailers, also known as brick-and-mortar retailers, 
is expected to increase by R10,000-12,000 crore ($1.39-2.77 billion) in FY20; though this projection will change now due 
to Covid-19,” said DLF Retail Malls executive director Pushpa Bector.  
Excerpts from www.fibre2fashion.com

Lifestyle Brands Up 
their Digital Quotient as 
Festive Season boosts 
Demand
With businesses picking up over the last few 
weeks, apparel and lifestyle retailers expect a 
boost in sales in the upcoming festive season. 
They expect the upcoming Diwali and wedding 
season to help them perform better than the 
lockdown period though full recovery in not 
expected at least for the next six months. Deepak 
Bansal, Director, Cantabil Retail India aims to 
achieve around 40 per cent growth this festive 
season. Bansal expects his brand to reach 
around 75 per cent of previous year’s growth 
levels. He has introduced new merchandize and 
festive offers to attract customers though he 
does not expect the market to function at pre-
pandemic levels before the next financial year.  
Excerpts from www.dfupublications.com

Unlock 5.0 in Motion
The Maharashtra Government Announced Unlock 
5.0 guidelines on October 14, 2020 to give further 
relaxation to the lockdown situation in the State. 
According to the guidelines, Metro Train Services 
were to restart from October 15, 2020. The 
resumption of Local Train Services were also  
called into question for which Shri Uddhav 
Thackeray, Hon’ble Chief Minister, Maharashtra, 
said he was 'seriously putting it under 
consideration.' Mr Dinesh Nandu,  
Jt Chairman, State Govt Relations Sub Committee, 
CMAI attended another Meeting convened by 
Shri Vijay Wadettiwar, Hon'ble Minister of Social 
Welfare, for all Leading Associations and Councils 
at Mantralya on Wednesday, October 21, 2020 to 
Deliberate the Restarting of Local Train Services as 
Part of Unlock 5.0 of the Govt of Maharashtra.

The Recommendations made by several 
Associations in the Meeting with the Government 
of Maharashtra, for the Resumption of Normal 
Train Services, in which Mr Nandu emphasised 
the need for the resumption of Local Train 
Services were Accepted and conveyed to the 
Railway Authorities. CMAI hopes that these 
Recommendations will be Accepted and 
Implemented by the Govt in the next few days.
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Women’s clothing sees 
Higher Sales this Diwali
Women’s clothing is seeing more traction and 
sale as against men’s clothing this Diwali, 
says a Business World report. Men are buying 
significantly less this time as compared to their 
traditional buying habits. Women are opting for 
shimmers and leather-based clothing slowly. 
While online sales have picked up, people are 
visiting standalone showrooms too. Consumers 
as well as industry players are beginning to feel 
positive and the confidence is slowly limping 
back to normalcy. The momentum is expected to 
improve post-Diwali.

However, this year’s Diwali revenues appear 
abysmal compared to previous season. Whatever 
sales are happening can be associated more with 
the fall and winter seasons rather than Diwali. 
Though some people are now daring to venture 
out for shopping, there are hardly any parties 
happening and incomes have also been curtailed. 
These factors can also be attributed to reduced 
sale numbers.  
Excerpts from www.dfupublications.com

Anita Dongre expands presence with flagship store in Hyderabad
Designer Anita Dongre has strengthened her retail presence with the opening of her first flagship store in the city 
of Hyderabad at Banjara Hills. The new three storey store is spread over an area of 4000 square feet and houses 
sustainable luxury brand Grassroot,  which will include Anita Dongre bridal couture and menswear, Anita Dongre ready-
to-wear, as well as Anita Dongre silver jewellery.

Commenting on the store opening, Anita Dongre in a statement said, “Every store is a labour of love but this one is 
particularly special. It is an ode to craftsmanship in a year that has been particularly hard on Indian craftsmen. I couldn’t 
think of a better city than Hyderabad with its rich craft culture to create this space in.”  
Excerpts from in.fashionnetwork.com

Decoding the ‘Fat Tax’: 
Why the Indian Fashion 
Industry Charges More for 
Bigger Clothes
At the intersection of fashion and body politics in 
India this month, the ‘fat tax’ took center stage. 
“Imagine clothing brands charging higher prices 
for bigger sizes in 2020,” journalist Aishwarya 
Subramanyam posted on her Instagram 
story, from where local fashion watchdog 
Diet Sabya picked it up and ‘snowballed’ it 
into a conversation demanding answers and 
accountability from the fashion industry. 

A ‘fat tax,’ though, isn’t as simple as it sounds, 
since it plays out in a few different ways. Multi-
brand stores who only carry up to a certain size 
might charge a set fee or percentage for ordering 
a bigger, unstocked size. Fuel, a multi-designer 
store hosting high-end designer labels in multiple 
Indian cities, charged up until this month an extra 
10 per cent to people ordering clothing sizes 
bigger than L, and pledged to revoke the store 
policy after the ‘fat tax’ conversation appeared on 
social media.  
Excerpts from www.theswaddle.com
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Raymond witnesses 
recovery in Q2
India’s leading textile conglomerate Raymond Ltd 
witnessed progressive recovery on a month-
on-month (M-o-M) basis in the second quarter 
of FY21. The company believes that while July 
and August were impacted by local lockdowns, 
September witnessed recovery of secondary 
sales leading to improvement in primary sales. 
Currently, consumer demand is back to 70 per 
cent of PY level for The Raymond Shop (TRS), 
while Exclusive Brand Outlet (EBO) sales are back 
to 50 per cent of PY level. It is also witnessing 
higher average ticket sizes and conversions as 
compared to previous year. Notably, there is also 
week-on-week improvement in secondary sales 
across channels.  
Excerpts from in.apparelresources.com

Cantabil Retail India 
reports Q2 net loss  
of R1 crore
Cantabil Retail India reported a net loss of R1 
crore ($1,34,884) in the quarter that ended 
in September 2020, as against a net profit of 
R0.15 crore during the previous quarter ended 
September 2019. The company’s sales for the 
quarter declined to R37 from R48 crore, as 
against R77 crore it reported in the corresponding 
quarter in the last fiscal year. Commenting on the 
results, Vijay Bansal, Chairman and Managing 
Director of Cantabil Retail India Limited, in a 
statement said,   “We would like to share that our 
Q2 and H1 FY21 performance has been much 
better than the previous quarter, especially in 
such times. The lockdown has almost been lifted 
and stores are now functioning on daily basis as 
before.”  
Excerpts from in.fashionnetwork.com

V-Mart Retail posts Q2 net 
loss of R19 cr
Value fashion and lifestyle products retailer V-Mart 
Retail has reported widening of its net loss to 
R18.96 crore for the September quarter. The 
company had posted a net loss of R18.04 crore 
in the July-September period of the previous 
fiscal, V-Mart said in a regulatory filing. Total 
income dropped 39.58 per cent to R190.52 
crore during the period under review, as against 
R315.33 crore in the corresponding period of the 
previous fiscal. Total expenses stood at R216.25 
crore in Q2 FY21 as against R338.21 crore earlier, 
down 36.06 per cent.  
Excerpts from www.retail.economictimes.
indiatimes.com   
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Deep Diving into Dabu
Udaipur – based designer Alka Sharma explores traditional dabu block printing non-
traditionally by giving it a global appeal. Brinda Gill talks to the designer about her love 
for textiles and dyes...

“I have had an interest in textiles ever since I was a child. 
I would often watch my grandmother weave dhurries on 
a simple loom at home using yarns from the warp and 
waste fabrics in the weft. My father was in the Rajasthan 
Police service and would be transferred to different places 
in the state all the time. This constant travel brought me 
in contact with a variety of textiles. These experiences 
furthered my interest in textiles”, says Alka Sharma, 
founder of Aavaran – Echoes of Rural India; a design 
studio in Udaipur, Rajasthan, specialising in dabu printing 
with natural dyes.

Alka studied at the Indian Institute of Crafts and  
Design, Jaipur, and as part of her course work also 
interacted on a one-on-one basis with artisans at Akola — 
a village about 70 kms from Udaipur. Akola is known for 
its dabu printing heritage. Alka enjoyed learning about this 
technique while interacting with artisans. After marriage 
she moved to Udaipur in 2003 and her husband’s family 
encouraged her to continue working on her interest in 
textiles. With the help of the Ministry of Textiles she started 
a five-year action plan and collaborated with artisans in 
Akola to design garments with dabu prints using natural 
indigo dyes. 
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rural indigenous artisan communities to become 
economically self-reliant. We also ensure the 
sustainability of traditional craft techniques 
and skills that they practice. The production at 
Aavaran involves zero waste. We use the extra 
fabrics for crafting accessories,” says Alka.

In 2015, Alka established her own studio 
and workshop on the outskirts of Udaipur with 
printing tables, dye areas and water for the 
processing of fabric.

TRADITIONAL TECHNIQUE
Having studied the craft and observed artisans 
at work, Alka collaborated with dabu printers, 
to ensure that the technique followed remains 
authentic and traditional in spite of the labour 
intensive process. Dabu is done by creating 
very neat, well-placed motifs and patterns with 
a rendering of fine lines, obtained from mud 

DABU PRINTING 
While block printing is done by dipping wooden 
blocks in dyes and then pressing them on fabric, 
dabu printing involves scouring and washing the 
fabric before hand-block printing on the cloth 
with mud paste. Block printing is a very popular 
dyeing process that is well-known in Rajasthan, 
Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh, Telangana and Andhra 
Pradesh. However, dabu printing is practised only 
in a few villages of Rajasthan. The mud paste 
that is put on the cloth acts as a resist when the 
cloth is dipped in a dye vat. After the printing and 
dyeing is completed the fabric is washed and 
scrubbed to remove the clay. Making the clay 
paste is a very labour intensive task as it is made 
by mixing lime (chuna), natural gum, waste wheat 
powder and black soil obtained from the banks 
of a nearby water body. Only if all the ingredients 
are used in the right proportion does it obtain the 
correct consistency – a must for embossing the 
prints well.

FOUNDING AAVARAN – ECHOES OF 
RURAL INDIA 
Alka created her first collection in collaboration 
with designer Sanjay Garg. The collection was 
launched and showcased at the Crafts Museum, 
New Delhi in 2005. The audience’s appreciative 
response to the garments inspired her to continue 
with dabu printing. In 2008, Alka founded 
Aavaran – Echoes of Rural India. Aavaran, which 
means 'covering', is an ode to the sky; her 
inspiration. Alka’s inspiration alludes to the blue 
sky that covers the entire planet. Her designs are 
printed in a range of Indigo shades. 

While Alka wanted to further her craft, she was 
sure that it could only be done by involving artisan 
communities where women stitched garments 
and other products. “My aim in founding Aavaran 
was to promote and evolve traditional crafts. I 
wanted to do this through education and income 
generation programmes. We attempt to enable 
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brother Hanumanji who is also a printer, are sons 
of master printer Ram Kishorji Chippa. They are 
part of the Aavaran Team.

Traditionally, dabu motifs have been drawn 
from the plant world. Their designs are small 
in size and linear in placement. However, the 
motifs at Aavaran are distinct, at times large, and 
compositions may feature non-linear placements. 
“A lot of research goes into creating motifs. The 
first collection was called Backdrop of Lord 
Krishna. It had motifs related to Lord Krishna, in 
the form of Srinathji, at the temple in Nathdwara, 
where beautifully painted and printed pichwai 
textiles are placed behind the idol. Drawing from 
this tradition, the collection has featured motifs 
such as the lotus in opened and closed forms, 
the dragonfly, the kadam flower and others in 
simplified forms. This collection was exhibited at 
the Crafts Museum and a part of it was taken by 
Sanjay Garg," she explains. 

The second collection was the Floor Art of 
Rajasthan and its inspiration was drawn from the 
mandana or traditional floor motifs, were made 
on mud floors with a white powder. For this 
Alka travelled to Sawai Madhopur to see village 
women making traditional floor motifs. The third 
collection was Blue Pottery. This inspiration was 
drawn from the motifs of traditional blue pottery 
in Jaipur. In another one of her collections, Alka 

TRADITIONALLY, DABU MOTIFS HAVE 
BEEN INSPIRED FROM THE PLANT 
WORLD. THEIR DESIGNS ARE LINEAR 
IN PLACEMENT WHILE AAVARAN'S 
COMPOSITIONS ARE NON – LINEAR

resist. This effort spans that of wooden block 
carvers who have to make specific blocks for 
the backgrounds of motifs, the outlines of motifs 
and for filling different parts of motifs such as 
leaves or petals of a flower depending on the 
composition planned. Printers work with block-
stamps to create neat patterns. The dyers then 
dye the stamped fabrics.

In addition, some of the garments are dyed 
multiple times to obtain motifs of different 
colours – such as a white flower, leaves that are 
light blue, and stems that are dark blue. For this 
expression, additional work – of stamping and 
dyeing is involved. Care has to be taken that 
the darker colours do not seep into the sections 
that bear lighter colours. The artisan also has to 
take care of the entire process as different colour 
tones are only revealed when the fabric is finally 
washed to remove the mud resist.

MOTIFS: A NEW VOCABULARY 
While the technique is true to tradition, Alka gives 
the garments a distinct look by designing motifs 
that have not previously been printed in dabu, 
but are drawn from local culture. The designing 
process takes place with interactions between 
Alka, the team comprising students from textile 
and fashion institutes like NID, NIFT, IICD and 
Pearl Academy who are doing their internship at 
Aavaran, and the artisans. Master artisan Kalyanji 
Chippa is in charge of the printing unit. His 
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worked with motifs typically featured on the 
phentiya, which is a long hand-stitched traditional 
skirt worn only by women of the local community 
at Akola. This collection bears a selection of 
motifs from a series of fourteen traditional motifs. 
“The phentiya motifs have traditionally been 
worked with tar resist as this medium requires 
less water. However, since it is not healthy either 
for the artisan or the wearer, we prefer to do the 
same work using natural dyes,” explains Alka.

NATURAL DYES
In keeping with the traditional ethos of dabu 
printing, Alka has worked with indigo dye for 
several years. The indigo dye yields a spectrum 
of blue tones that range from very pale sky blue 
to midnight blue. A few years ago she decided to 
expand her colour palette with Aavaran started 
working with other natural dyes that included 
turmeric for yellow and manjistha (Indian madder 
root) for red. They worked on a new line named 
Ayurvastra that as the name indicates presents 
garments for good health. 

“Working with medicinal plant derivatives is 
safe for artisans as compared to working with 
chemical dyes. Further, wearing naturally-dyed 
garments brings health benefits. It soothes 
the skin unlike chemical dyes that can cause 
a reaction. But wearing an indigo or a turmeric 

dyed garment soothes the skin. The processing 
of organic cotton fabric for dyeing with medicinal 
plant parts is often labour intensive since the cloth 
is soaked in a mixture of cow dung and water to 
soften and whiten it before dyeing. This process 
ultimately makes the cloth soft, fresh and helps it 
absorb the colour beautifully,” she explains.

FABRICS AND GARMENT RANGE
While fabric for garments is mostly hand-
woven, a part of it is also woven on the power 
loom. All fabrics are made of natural fibres, and 
encompass different types of cotton such as kala 
cotton from Kutch, etc. They also include different 
types of silks such as tussar and mulberry. 
Chanderi weaves, linen, and wool are also used. 
The product range features garments for women 
men and children, in Indian and Western styles, 
as well as home linen, and accessories. Aavaran’s 
garments are available at stores in Udaipur, Jaipur 
and Bengaluru and multi-designer stores such 
as Ogaan, Options, Kilol, Weavers Studio, and 
Either Or, among others. It is also available at 
exhibitions. Aavaran collaborates with brands 
like Fabindia, Good Earth, and Anita Dongre’s 
Grassroot in India. It also supplies collections to 
international buyers in Japan, China, Canada, 
Turkey, USA and Canada.

Aavaran will soon be seen at a store opening in 
Chandigarh where it will be sourcing technology 
from IIT-Delhi to help gauge factors such as 
colour tones for mass production while retaining 
the technique, working with new natural dyes, 
bringing out more collections inspired by local 
culture, and bringing more artisans into the fold. 
Aavaran’s work and efforts indicate immense 
potential for India’s traditional textile techniques. 
Its showcasing has helped them create garments 
with an urban and international appeal while 
respecting our Indian roots. This focus on one 
traditional technique and the use of natural dyes 
has opened up a world of possibilities. 
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RENEWAL OF MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTION WITH THE ASSOCIATION
The Association has sent Reminder - IV to the Members whose Membership Subscriptions were in Arrears as on 
November 17, 2020. Members were also informed that the Association has decided to extend the Renewal Date up to 
November 30, 2020 and advised them to avail the Benefit of Renewing the Membership Subscription for 1/ 3/ or 5 years.

ASSOCIATE MEMBER:

Membership Period One Year - 
Subscription

Three Years- 
Subscription

Five Years - 
Subscription

18% 
GST

Total 
Amount

One Year 3,000 0 0 540 3,540
Three Year 0 7,500 0 1,350 8,850
Five Year 0 0 12,000 2,160 14,160

      

72ND NATIONAL GARMENT FAIR
The Association has decided to Organise the 72nd National Garment Fair from February 22 to 24, 2021 at JW Marriott, 
Mumbai Sahar, Near Chattrapati Shivaji International Airport, Andheri, Mumbai 400 099.

We would also like to inform you that the Fair Sub Committee has once again decided that all Members who 
Participate in the 72nd National Garment Fair in February 2021 will be given Preference to Book their Stall Requirement 
for the 73rd National Garment Fair to be held in July 2021 in Mumbai.

The Booking of Rooms Commenced on Thursday, November 19, 2020. All Applications would be Accepted on First-
Come First-Serve Basis Only Subject to Availability of Rooms.

The Draw of Lots for Allotment of Rooms is Proposed to be held in Mid-January 2021 in Mumbai. The exact Date, 
Venue and Time will be intimated to Exhibitors at a later Date.

The Association has sent a Detailed Circular to all Members of the Association by E-mail on November 17, 2020 and 
the same has also been Uploaded on the Website of the Association.

CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION SUMMARY REPORT FOR THE MONTH OF SEPTEMBER AND 
OCTOBER 2020

Particulars Sep-20 Oct-20
No of Files Amount No of Files Amount

Opening Total Cases pending resolution 2240 R43,84,83,882 2244 R43,81,05,434
New Complaints 6 R11,80,973 11 R4,66,151

Complaints resolved fully in the Month 2 R6,32,245 2 R1,30,077
Amount Collected in the Month R9,27,176 6 R1,57,658

Total Cases pending resolution as on month end 2244 R43,81,05,434 2253 R43,82,83,850
Current Payment 6 R9,27,176 5 R1,07,658

Post Dated Cheque Received 0 R0 1 R50,000
Amount Collected in the Month 6 R9,27,176 6 R1,57,658

C Forms Collected in the Month on behalf of Members 0 R0  R0

NEWS
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REPRESENTATIONS, CIRCULARS AND WEBINARS:
CIRCULARS:
Cir No 49 /C-2 /20 dated October 29, 2020 was sent to all Members of the Association by E-mail informing them that 
Recommendations made by several Associations in a Meeting with the Govt of Maharashtra for the Resumption of 
normal Train Services, in which Mr Dinesh Nandu, Jt Chairman, State Govt Relation Sub Committee, Represented on 
behalf of the Association have been Accepted and further conveyed the same to Railway Authorities.

Cir No 50 /A-10 /20 dated November 4, 2020 was sent to all Members of the Association by E-mail informing them 
that the Govt of Andhra Pradesh has approached CMAI with a request to connect them with our Members to promote 
their Apparel Parks and Textile /Apparel Policy and has requested them to let the Association know in their Interest so 
that the Association can arrange for a suitable Meeting with the Concerned Department of Andhra Pradesh.

Cir No 51 /72nd NGF /20 dated November 17, 2020 was sent to all Members of the Association informing them that 
the 72nd National Garment Fair will be held from February 22 to 24, 2020 at JW Marriot, Mumbai Sahar, Andheri (East) 
Mumbai and that the Booking of Rooms will commence on November 19, 2020 on First cum First Serve Basis.

Cir No 52 / 72nd NGF /20 dated November 19, 2020 was sent to all Members of the Association informing them that 
the Association has received Overwhelming Response towards Participation in the 72nd National Garment Fair and that 
all Suites and Studio Rooms have been Booked and the Fair Sub Committee has decided to Stop accepting Booking for 
Suites and Studios from November 20, 2020.

MEMBERS ADMITTED AT THE MANAGING COMMITTEE MEEETING HELD ON OCTOBER 28, 2020

PRIMARY MEMBER ( MUMBAI )
M/s Mishti Creation, Mumbai
M/S Bhushan Dresses, Mumbai
M/s Prisha Creation, Mumbai
The Ruby Mills Limited, Mumbai
M/s Nav Aesthetics LLP, Mumbai
M/s Cubatics Garments Industries Pvt Ltd, Mumbai 
M/s Vista Fashion Clothing, Mumbai
M/s Reliance Retail Ltd, Mumbai

PRIMARY MEMBER ( WESTERN REGION )

M/s Geet Creation, Ahmedabad 
M/s Kanodia Textile Mills, Ahmedabad
M/s Jalore Impex, Surat   

PRIMARY MEMBER ( NORTHERN REGION )
M/s Trends Apparel Pvt Ltd, Indore 
M/s Mangla Apparels India Pvt Ltd, Sonepat
M/s Ani And Aadi Clothing Industries, Indore  

M/s Export Warehouse, Jaipur
M/s Anju Fabrics, Indore  

PRIMARY MEMBER (EASTERN REGION )
M/s Nitya Creation Pvt Ltd, Kolkata 

ASSOCIATE MEMBER ( MUMBAI )
M/s Textronics Retail Solutions Pvt Ltd, Navi Mumbai 
M/s Talreja Textiles Industries Pvt Ltd, Mumbaii

ASSOCIATE MEMBER ( WESTERN REGION )
M/s Seven Seas Solutions, Pune 

AGENT ( SOUTHERN REGION )
M/s Maheshwari Trading Co, Tirupur 

RETAILER ( MUMBAI ) 
M/s Paaneri Exim Pvt Ltd, Mumbai 

RETAILER ( WESTERN REGION )
M/Kids Corner, Ichalkaranji 

OFFICE BEARERS OF WESTERN REGIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE
The Western Regional Advisory Committee of the Association at its Meeting held on November 19, 2020, unanimously 
Elected the following Members as Office Bearers for the Western Region for the Years 2020-21 and 2021-22.

1. MR.RAJIV AGARWAL,  REGIONAL CHAIRMAN 
2. MR.KIRAN MODGI,  HON REGIONAL SECRETARY

PRIMARY MEMBER (MUMBAI)

M/s Mini Clothing Co Mumbai
M/S Prakash Fabrics Mumbai

PRIMARY MEMBER (SOUTHERN REGION)

M/s Honesty Uniforms Hubli

PRIMARY MEMBER (NORTHERN REGION)

M/s Sodhi Garments Ludhiana

RETAILER MEMBER (NORTHERN REGION)

M/s Uttam Sales Ratlam ( M.P) 

MEMBERS ADMITTED AT THE MANAGING COMMITTEE MEETING HELD ON NOVEMBER 25, 2020.
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COVER STORY

WEAVING A LEGACY
The handloom weavers of Maheshwar work tirelessly to keep the town’s tradition of weaves 
alive. Bindu Gopal Rao explores the history of Maheshwar, its rich heritage and the 
exquisiteness of the fabric

Ask a sari lover about Maheshwari saris and 
you are likely to get a nod in favour of the famed 
airy, colourful silk-cotton fabric that displays 
intricate designs. Originating in the ancient city of 
Maheshwar, Madhya Pradesh, the town, which 
once struggled to survive in an ever-developing 
technological world, today, has weavers 
everywhere spearheaded by the Rehwa Society.

ROYAL CONNECTIONS
Maheshwar has a handloom weaving history 
that dates back to the fifth century. The weavers 
were given a boost when Rani Ahilya Bai Holkar 
reigned between 1765 and 1795. It is believed 
that she had weavers from Surat and Malwa work 
on exclusive nine yard saris that were gifted to 
her relatives and guests. It is also believed that 
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she conceived and designed the first Maheshwari  
sari herself. Under her patronage, the weaver’s 
community of Maheshwar prospered and found 
many takers among the wealthy local families. 
However, post-independence, there was a 
marked decline in the craft and in 1979, the 
heirs of the royal families established the Rehwa 
Society to give the Maheshwari weave a new 
lease of life. Today, the center employs over 150 
men and women who work diligently on the 
handlooms to create exquisitely woven saris, 
dupattas, stoles and yardage for domestic and 
international markets. The fabric is woven using 
silk and cotton in warp and weft respectively, and 
is a fine handloom material. The handlooms used 
in Maheshwar include older pit looms as well as 
the newer frame looms with lightweight metal 
frames. Ila Kapoor Chaddah, Founder,  
Ziba by Hand says, “Organisations like Rehwa 
have been working hard to revive the traditional 
Maheshwaris since the 1970s by creating new 
patterns with pure fabrics and natural colours. 
The fabric is also being used to create dresses 
for young women. Last year one of these brands 
took a Maheshwari inspired collection to the New 
York Fashion week too!”

PROCESS
The process of Maheshwar weaves involves 
sourcing base fabrics from different places and 
dyeing the yarn (using organic and chemical 
colours). The thread has to be detangled and 
stretched and reeled using a charkha to make 
smaller rolls. Since the warp is in silk, the warping 
of these threads is done using an octagonal 
cylindrical frame and hooks. Maheshwari saris 
have bright colours and patterns like stripes, 
checks and floral borders. Traditional designs 
especially on the border and pallu are inspired by 
temples, palaces and forts of the region. Look 
out for the chattai pattern (mat design), Chameli 

 LOOK OUT FOR THE CHATTAI 
PATTERN (MAT DESIGN), CHAMELI 
KA PHOOL (JASMINE), EENT 
(BRICK) AND THE HEERA (DIAMOND) 
PATTERNS THAT CAN ALSO BE 
SEEN ON THE WALLS OF THE 
MAHESHWAR FORT.

ka phool (jasmine), eent (brick) and the heera 
(diamond) patterns that can also be seen on the 
walls of the Maheshwar Fort. These saris come 
with a border embellished in zari. Some saris also 
have a reversible border called bugdi which can 
be worn both sides. 

HANDLOOM HUES
What makes these saris so popular is their 
modern take to ensure a contemporary look 
and feel. “A lot of effort goes into creating new 
design innovations that make saris relevant in 
an urban market. But an equal amount of effort 
also goes into creating designs that echo from 
an aesthetic followed since the times of Ahilya 
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versatility and innovation. The strength of 
handloom mainly lies in the easy introduction to 
new designs, something that cannot be replicated 
by the power loom sector.” Today, besides saris, 
Maheshwari weaves are used to create kurtas, 
shirts, stoles, jackets, dupattas as well as home 
linen. “They are also mixed with silk and wool and 
used to make shawls, drapes and scarves. These 
fabrics help support the local economy and 
sustain the livelihood of a large rural population. 
They are also ideal for hot Indian summers and 
above all sustainable and environment-friendly,” 
explains Chaddah.

DESIGNER DREAMS
Designers like Soham Dave, Amrich and Eka are 
a few of the frontrunners in the Indian handloom 
movement incorporating a lot of textiles from 
Madhya Pradesh in their collection, including 
Maheshwari saris. Veteran fashion designer 
Krishna Mehta showcased a contemporary line 
of age-old Maheshwari weaves from Madhya 
Pradesh at the Lakme Fashion Week in 2014. 

Ma Saab. Rehwa continues this tradition by 
locally sourcing fine qualities of cotton, silk, and 
wool. All yarns and fabric dye are assuredly 
Azo-free and the water used in the process is 
treated responsibly before being let out into the 
Rehwa garden,” says Shamika Pradhan, Head Of 
Fashion Department, INIFD Institute of Fashion 
and Interior Designing, Deccan Pune. It is best 
not to wash your Maheshwari sari in detergent 
at first. Using a mild detergent is recommended 
after two or three plain washes. Also, do not 
keep the sari soaked in detergent for long and 
iron at a low or medium heat. Designer, Gautam 
Gupta, says, “The Maheshwari sari is a cotton 
and pure silk fabric woven with zari or brocade 
in varied designs. These designs include stripes, 
checks and floral borders. Now-a-days we 
can see light Maheshwari silk fabric and light 
Maheshwari cotton fabric with soft colours too. 
The textile is used in saris with contemporary 
blouses, dupattas and stoles, anarkali suits, 
salwar kameez, jumpsuit and even stylish tops. 
Handloom fabric is known for its flexibility, 
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Fashion designer, Rahul Mishra, had his signature 
traditional techniques and handloom embroidery 
broadly inspired by the departing monsoon. 
His collection included the use of Chanderi, 
Maheshwari and Benarasi Silks. Designers  
like Urvashi Kaur showed her deep thoughts, 
fabric research, and great artistry, in a collection 
named ‘Masira’ at the Lakme Fashion Week 
Winter/ Festive 2019. The selection of fabrics 
involved handwoven khes from Punjab, detailed 
shibori work and Maheshwari silks from 
Maheshwar that support and empower women 
artisans in Madhya Pradesh. She very gracefully 
also implemented Maheshwari silks in engineered 
and structured styles. The show gave us a 
sneak peek into how fashion can change lives if 
it becomes sustainable. Traditional fabrics and 
weaves are in urgent need of revival and the 
story of weavers in Maheshwar have become an 
inspiration for other weavers. 

FUN FACTS
•	 Maheshwari	saris come in five variants 

- Chandrakala, Baingani Chandrakala, 
Chandratara, Beli and Parbi. The first two 
are plain designs with a focus on the shade 
and border. The latter varieties are designed 
with small motifs, checks or stripes.

•	 Authentic	Maheshwari	saris come in 
colours such as Red, Purple, Maroon, 
Black or Green.

•	 They	are	dyed	using	natural	colors	and	
therefore must be dry-cleaned before the 
first wash.

•	 Maheshwari	saris have either golden 
or silver zari thus making them perfect 
occasion wears.

•	 The	borders	of	these	saris are reversible. So 
one can wear the sari from either side.
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A NARRATIVE TOWARDS 
A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

A recent discussion at Fashion Colloquia, Jaipur, threw light on textile heritage, indigenous 
crafts and methodologies that hold the potential to stir new perspectives into the world of 
fashion. Bindu Gopal Rao takes a sneak peek…
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The Fashion Colloquia series started with four 
institutions connected by their residence and 
involvement in the four big Fashion weeks across 
the globe. Fashion Colloquia 2020 launched 
its third series of the event recognising the 
importance of a Responsible future. The event 
was hosted and organised by the ARCH College 
of Design and Business in Jaipur.

SUSTAINABILITY MATTERS
Exploring legends and folklore surrounding textile 
heritage, indigenous crafts and methodologies 
that hold the potential to stir new perspectives 
into the world of fashion and help reinforce 
connections between the unique and unexplored 
ecosystems of the past and the future of fashion, 
Dr Julie King, Deputy Dean, Faculty of Creative 
Industries, University of South Wales, UK spoke 

about the need for supporting social change 
through sustainability in the fashion and textiles 
supply chain. The research which was inspired by 
an article in The Guardian, 2019, spoke of the UK 
mass market retailers who have been accused 
of contributing to problems such as the lack of 
sustainability, social justice and ethical issues in 
textile and garment manufacturing, placing large 
volume orders at low prices without considering 
end costs. Professor Vandana Bhandari, Former 
Dean, spoke about strategies for designer 
engagement with artisan, at the event. “India has 
an unbroken tradition of handloom and handicraft 
production for the past 5,000 years. Designers 
today understand that engaging with artisans in 
a meaningful way is important not only ethically 
but also economically. This paper analyses the 
strategies employed by designers to engage 
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effectively with artisans while also remaining 
mindful to their needs and running economically 
viable enterprises,” said Bhandari. Vikram Joshi, 
Textile Historian and MD — Jaipur Bloc added, 
“We have made a conscious effort to address 
issues of sustainability.”

ART INSPIRED
The need of the hour for Indian arts and crafts 
is that the artisan needs to be respected or 
the country will continue to lose them at an 
unimaginable pace. For better interaction 
between designers and artisans it is necessary 
for both parties to work through the year rather 
than just a season. Another way, is to ensure 
that designers name the artisan in their work. 
For example, in old Persia every carpet that was 
woven would mention the name of the weaver. 
This ensured that the next generation would also 
take pride in their profession. Terry Newman, 
author of Legendary Artists and the Clothes They 
Wore said, “Looking at clothes through the prism 
of art gives energy to the idea that what we wear 
is something, like art, that can be treasured, 
loved and have longevity. Nothing in art is more 
important than expression and examining the 
clothes artists wear. Clothes give us a fascinating 
insight into their characters. Clothes divulge 
personal stories and clues about where and how 
they led their lives. Some artists with keen senses 
of personal style, for example Yayoi Kusama 
and Keith Haring, have also generated fabulous 
fashion collections themselves, based on such 
information. Even designers such Yves Saint 

THE NEED OF THE HOUR FOR 
INDIAN ARTS AND CRAFTS IS FOR 
ARTISANS TO BE RESPECTED 
OR THE COUNTRY WILL 
CONTINUE TO LOSE THEM AT AN 
UNIMAGINABLE PACE

Laurent to Rei Kawakubo are famously inspired 
by art.” Commercialising craft is about making 
it accessible to all. There is also a need to see 
crafts as a business. Micro financing to support 
them and create such a model is also required 
since artisans are not entrepreneurs.
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FROM A POVERTY REDUCTION 
PERSPECTIVE, THE FOCUS SHOULD 
BE ON LONG-TERM SUSTAINABLE 
SOLUTIONS AT A MICRO LEVEL, 
THUS CREATING A BLUEPRINT FOR 
OTHER DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
THAT FACE SIMILAR ISSUES

with makers, distributors and government 
organisations involved in the craft sector. All case 
studies were based in Sri Lanka. The country was 
chosen because of its relatively small size and its 
varied and large craft and cultural heritage. She 
concluded that social innovations and shortening 
the product pipeline from the maker to the final 
consumer brings a greater share of the final 
selling price to the maker. Increasing demand 
is feasible through product development and 
addressing issues around marketing and sales. 
From a poverty reduction perspective, the focus 
should be on long-term sustainable solutions at a 
micro level, thus creating a blueprint that can be 
taken forward to other developing countries that 
face similar issues. “Craft for social change will 
provide the maker with an equitable share of the 
final selling price through a sustainable business 
model. Sustainability is one of the key things that 
can work in the long term,” opines Chandrsekara.

INNOVATIVE FASHION BUSINESS MODELS
This session focussed on business models that 
did not conform, but reform. Sam Chandrsekara 
from Manchester Metropolitan University 
presented her paper on Craft for Social Change 
as part of this session. In her research she has 
done extensive case studies and interviews 
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because respecting the latter is very critical.” 
Sanjoy Roy, MD, Teamworks added, “Institutions 
are important to continue cultural traditions. The 
future belongs to young people. Fashion is a 
necessity which has also been a political tool. 
It is not just about what happens on the ramp. 
We have traditions of non-chemical dyes that 
are being recreated. That should be our focus 
area. This is an industry where sustainable jobs 
can be created and help sustain people as 
well.” Governance itself will vary based on the 
country. The question to ask the governance is 
for whom and by whom. Therein lies the crux 
of the problem. As long as there is inequity and 
a network that works, there will be corruption 
as people at a low level will not have access. 
Archana Surana, Founder and Director, Arch 
College concluded, “The Fashion Colloquia in 
Jaipur has attracted a rich variety of contributions 
from a broad selection of people from academia, 
media and practice. It utilises contributions 
for uploading to an established international 
repository for fashion.” The colloquium concluded 
with the announcement of Jaipur Fashion 
Manifesto on ‘Responsible’ Future. 

"THE CONCEPT OF IDENTITY 
IS WHAT FASHION IS ABOUT IN 
ITALY. IDENTITY IS AT RISK  WITH 
INTERNATIONAL BORDERS 
DIMINISHING. FASHION HELPS US 
MAINTAIN OUR IDENTITY - NATIONAL, 
REGIONAL AND MUNICIPAL. 
INNOVATION IS A NECESSITY."

FASHION GOVERNANCE IN A  
LOCAL CONTEXT
Highlighting the importance of rethinking the 
existing fashion system and offering alternate 
approaches and fresh perspectives the role of 
governance in the sector was also discussed. 
According to Alessandro De Masi, Italian 
Embassy, “Fashion is a translation of our 
tradition to the future. I believe Italy and India 
are the best countries for it. The concept of 
identity is what fashion is about in Italy. Identity 
is at risk with international borders diminishing. 
However, fashion helps us maintain our identity 
- national, regional and municipal. Innovation 
is equally important. It is a necessity. We need 
to be innovating in today's world thus ensuring 
that fashion helps us too. Fashion is a mirror 
of what we are and so we need to evolve in 
fashion to evolve us.” On the other hand TIE 
Global Chairperson, Mahaveer P Sharma, said 
“There is a need for a model where designers 
and design students work together with artisans 
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Unlocking the Local 
Domestic Garment Industry
Meera Warrier explores the current situation of the Domestic Apparel Industry post lockdown 
and its way forward after the disastrous FY 2020-21

“The week leading up to the festival finally saw 
some movement in the business. Wholesalers 
and retailers have been stocking up so as 
to ensure that shoppers have a wide range 
to choose from. However, given the current 
situation, credit is the only thing keeping the 
industry afloat. While it will take another four to 
five months for any measure of normalcy to set 
in, the wheels of the sector have slowly begun 
moving again,” shared Hemant Gosalia, a trader 
for more than 17 years now.

At a time when the global pandemic situation has 
worse hit the world than the Bubonic Plague in 
the 14th century or the SARS Epidemic of 2003, 
it is indeed alarming to see millions of Indians 
nonchalantly shopping and roaming crowded 
markets before the Festive Season. However, 
despite the current situation, the Domestic 
Apparel Industry has gradually begun to recover 
from its disastrous first quarter of FY 2020-21 in 
the midst of another sharp rise in Covid-19 cases 
across the country.
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MANUFACTURING UNITS ALSO 
FACED THEIR OWN SET OF 
CHALLENGES SUCH AS THE 
MIGRATION OF LABOURERS 
LEADING TO AN EXTREME FALL IN 
NEW LINES OF PRODUCTION.

Giving a broader view of future prospects, Mr 
Rajesh Mehta, Founder – AB Creation, a Mumbai-
based manufacturer shared, “The sudden 
lockdown has been difficult for everybody. It has 
led to many problems such as goods being stuck 
in transit for several months, having to pay off 
electricity bills while also ensuring the wages of 
labourers who are either stuck at their workplaces 
or have been trying to return to their villages. 
The renting of units also has become a drain on 
resources. Considering such hard times, some 
landowners have been kind enough to waive off 
two months’ rent while others could only afford 
to give a discounted rate. Yet others continued 

A BLEAK PICTURE
A walk around most marketplaces shows a very 
grim on-ground situation with an ‘Available for 
Rent’ sign up on most storefronts. High rents 
and zero to low sales have made it difficult for 
standalone stores to survive. The lockdown has 
also led to an all-time high in ‘credit outstandings’ 
with banks across chains. Manufacturing units 
have also faced their own set of challenges 
such as the migration of labourers leading to 
an extreme fall in new lines of production. This 
season, summer collections were disposed off 
in September at huge discounts thus turning 
the market into a price turf war. However, the 
arrival of the festive season has led to a change 
in demand preference, thus creating a demand – 
supply mismatch.

Speaking to one of CMAI’s prominent members 
about this current situation, Mr Santosh Katariya, 
Peppermint Clothing, Pune, said, “The fashion 
industry is busy liquidating its stocks. We are 
trying to clear out our summer collections by 
giving discounts. It is important to know that 
business profitability will come up by 70 per cent 
considering that the past few months have seen 
no business throughout summer. However, I do 
not feel the industry will return to its original form 
before 2023.”

Another prominent member, Mr Naveen 
Sainani, Jt Honorary General Secretary, CMAI, 
and Chairman and CEO, Fritz Gaitri Clothing Co 
Pvt Ltd, Mumbai, said, “Big brands are most 
affected. Especially the ones that have to pay 
for rented spaces in malls, because they have 
remained relentless in procuring rent and leasing 
space. Therefore, local shops are seeing more 
footfalls because no one wants to pay such steep 
prices inside. While the footfall is not as much 
as last year – with a drop of almost 50 to 60 per 
cent, it is at least doing much better than the 
corporates who are facing major revenue falls.”
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step out. We have also tweaked our product mix 
and put up attractive offers to compel larger ticket 
size buying.”

Mr Katariya, on the other hand, felt that the 
market has been opening up rather slowly. He 
explained, “In cities like Mumbai and Delhi, 
the reopening of markets has been slower as 
compared to Tier Three and Tier Four towns 
which are doing much better. Retail sales are at 
60 to 70 percent with businesses liquidating all 
available stocks. Even corporates have picked up 
about 80 per cent of their stocks. Price is a very 
big factor right now. Most of us have put up ‘on 
sale’ boards while individual brands have come 
together as a group to offer goods to retailers on 
discount. This is an extra avenue for all retailers to 
clear everything.”

GOVERNMENT SUPPORT THROUGH 
THE PANDEMIC
Stimulus packages which have been announced 
don’t seem to inspire much confidence within 
the industry. “I believe that these Government 
schemes are a gimmick. It is all there on paper, 
but nothing to show in our pockets. I don’t 
believe we are receiving any form of help from  
the government. We still have to pay an interest  
of 7.5 per cent in spite of the current condition 
in the domestic market. But since there is no 
change in the central level it is difficult for other 
changes to be brought to our assistance as well,” 
said Mr Katariya.

Mr Sainani who believes that banks aren’t 
supporting Government directives, added, 
“Government schemes such as the Guaranteed 
Emergency Credit Line (GECL) may have been 
sanctioned, but are of no use since banks 
continue to retain their limits. Instead of helping 
vendors, banks have become a hindrance. 
Unless a government notification is sent to them, 
there is no point in issuing a GECL for the benefit 
of retailers and manufacturers because banks 

to demand full rent throughout the period. GST 
payments that were due towards the end of 
March also became a huge challenge since 
advance GST had to be paid by mid-April and 
conflict packages such as those stuck in transit 
could not be separately accounted for till they  
had arrived.”

SPOTTING GREEN SHOOTS
While the Domestic Garment Industry has 
continued to face challenges, manufacturers and 
retailers hope the festive season will be able to 
pull them out of this no-sale-no-profit rut. 

Mr Sanjay Vakharia, CEO, Spykar, Mumbai, 
explained about the situation, saying, “As we 
speak, the market is picking up pace; mostly on 
the back of festive buying and some pent-up 
buying. There is little anyone can do. However, 
since all of this is dependent on the mood of the 
people, we can only prepare once consumers 

“GST PAYMENTS DUE TOWARDS 
MARCH END BECAME A HUGE 
CHALLENGE SINCE AN ADVANCE 
HAD TO BE PAID BY MID-APRIL AND 
CONFLICT PACKAGES COULD NOT BE 
SEPARATELY ACCOUNTED FOR TILL 
THEIR ARRIVAL.”
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“OUR CASH FLOW TOO WILL 
REDUCE SUBSTANTIALLY 
ULTIMATELY LEADING TO OUR 
SHOPS SHUTTING DOWN AND 
REDUCTION IN PRODUCTION AND 
THEREFORE, LABOUR. ” 

refuse to reduce their limits or their interest. This 
has ultimately put a major financial constraint on 
us due to lack of sales and if banks continue to 
not show support the future of MSME and SME 
vendors will look even bleaker than now. Our 
cash flow too will reduce substantially ultimately 
leading to our shops shutting down and reduction 
in production and therefore, labour. Less labour 
will also mean less manufacturing thus leading to 
more unemployment and ultimately social unrest 
and other related problems.”

LOOKING FORWARD
The pandemic has brought one aspect of 
business squarely to the forefront – equipping 
businesses to go digital. Efforts that have been 
underway for years are now coming to quick 
fruition in light of the current situation.

One such example is Phoenix Mills’ slew of 
efforts under what they have coined ‘phygital’ 
(digital integrated with physical) initiatives. The 
endeavour, will be seen at malls offering patrons a 
contactless and comfortable shopping experience 
across all customer touchpoints. A WhatsApp 
Chatbot, for example, a one-stop virtual customer 
helpdesk to solve customer queries on the go, a 
Personal Stylist, that allows customers to peruse 
stores via video calls and select recommended 
apparel from the comfort of their home, You Shop 
We Deliver, a service that facilitates doorstep 
delivery of orders placed via Whatsapp, Curbside 
Shopping, a single pick-up point within the mall 
for orders placed online, Contactless Dining, a 
service that eliminates physical menus through 
a partnership with Dineout, the restaurant 
reservation company, are some of the features 
introduced by Phoenix Mills. Speaking about this 
initiative, Mr Rajendra Kalkar, President West – 
Malls, The Phoenix Mills Ltd said, “Along with 
adhering to government guidelines, The Phoenix 
Mills Ltd has also introduced phygital initiatives 

to make it easier for customers to shop safely in 
the ‘new normal’. Our range of initiatives include 
the WhatsApp chatbot, curbside shopping, 
personal stylist, home delivery, all of which have 
been created to make shopping safe, convenient, 
and enjoyable. These initiatives also demonstrate 
customer-centricity so that we can extend our 
unparalleled on-ground experience to online 
customers as well.”

ROAD TO RECOVERY
While there is an overall ambience of gloom at 
the moment, the sentiments for future prospects 
continue to remain hopeful. Mr Katariya in 
conclusion, said, “The market may be slow right 
now, but it will pick up. Right now I would say that 
the market is functioning at 50 per cent.” 
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Bindu Gopal Rao explores 
Weaverstory, a luxury authentic 
Indian handloom store that uses 
khadi, linen, cotton, georgette, 
silks and blended yarns to create 
exquisite pieces of clothing...

Weaving 
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DESIGNER SPOTLIGHT

EACH PIECE OF CLOTHING HERE 
TELLS THE STORY OF A WEAVER. 
THE IDEA IS THAT CUSTOMERS MUST 
UNDERSTAND AND APPRECIATE THE 
INTRICACY AND THOUGHT PROCESS 
BEHIND EACH GARMENT.

Co-founded by Nishant Malhotra on National 
Handloom day — August 8, 2015, Weaverstory 
was established to promote and preserve the 
dying art of Indian handlooms. The brand works 
on Tanchoi, Kadhwa, Cutwork, Kimkhab and 
Dumpaj among other patterns which have been 
given special attention. Each piece of clothing 
here tells the story of a weaver or an artist. The 
idea is that customers must understand and 
appreciate the intricacy and thought process 
behind each garment. Nishanth Malhotra tells us 
more in the following tête-à-tête.

WHEN AND WHY DID YOU  
START WEAVERSTORY?
In the Autumn of 2015, a master weaver  
was on the verge of quitting his ancestral 
profession. A resident of Varanasi, he and his 
brothers had always seen their father work on the 
loom weaving the famed Benarasi silk saris.  
It was a skill that he loved. But he was not 
earning enough. 
As we traversed through social media to find out 
responses for Benarasi silk saris, we realised 
that there was a raging demand by women for 
authentic handlooms. This led to the realisation 
that there was a possible mismatch of demand 
and supply. So we took it upon ourselves to help 
these weavers reach out to their end buyers. 
Weaverstory is our attempt to bring handcrafted 

products to the urban population. We aim to 
promote and preserve the art of Indian handlooms 
while focussing primarily on Benarasi weaves and 
reviving designs from museums and traditional 
forms with weavers.

WHAT IS THE USP OF THE CLOTHES AT 
WEAVERSTORY?
We are in the handloom and textile business. We 
specialise in Benarasi, Chanderi and Kanjivaram 
for bridal saris, lehengas, dupattas, fabrics, and 
ready-to-wear ensembles with customised hand 
embroideries. The label has also extended its 
name to designing and creating an exclusive 
range of suits and hand embroideries not only for 
the bride but also for the groom, and the entire 
family. We have the ability to customise handloom 
suits and deliver our own style. We have also 
extended our experience by styling whole looks 
for individuals and the people associated with 
them. Our team of in-house stylists and drapers 
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chosen to work with artisans who despite their 
tiny income are willing to dedicate themselves 
to the art. The label is on a mission to revive 
the Indian handloom industry and make it more 
accessible to everyone. Fabrics woven by hand 
make each piece unique. Even the same design, 
when repeated is never exactly the same and 
that is its USP. While machines are a powerful 
competition, you cannot compare them to the 
neatly replicated delicate handmade designs 
involving intricate weaves. Over the years, the 
minds of skilled weavers develop as they too 
work with master weavers, dyers etc before 
becoming one themselves. The power loom 
only does a part of the processing. It still needs 
a human mind to run it. That is one of the 
many reasons why handloom has continued to 
remain in vogue through the centuries. This also 
resonates in the fact that we have over 5000 
customers across 20 countries who do not 
appreciate the quality and design capabilities of 
power looms.

TELL US MORE ABOUT YOUR WORK 
WITH HANDLOOM WEAVES AND 
TRADITIONAL TEXTILE CRAFTS.
My work with handloom weaves has been 
inspiring. Each textile in a handloom weave 
brings alive a story of art that has lived through 
generations from Ikat to Kanchipuram, to 
Mangalagiri. The Patola silk from Patan is a 
revered fabric in the country. The authentic, 
double ikat Patola with motifs all over is a mark 
of tradition. We have also developed new and 
old motifs and patterns to suit contemporary 
audiences so as to encourage them to wear saris 
daily. Another area of focus on revival for us has 
been to encourage Koras, Cotton and Georgette 
weaving in the summer. As for designs, while 
we have almost all forms in Benarasi weaves, 
be it Jaals, Chaas ki Muthari, Neelambari, just 

also put in extra effort to make these important 
occasions of one’s life, memorable ones.

HOW DO YOU SELECT THE 
HANDLOOMS AND WEAVERS?
We have been entrusted by our previous 
generations to keep our heritage. So to 
continue to preserve it, we work with awardees 
channelising their resources and engaging 
younger weavers so that they continue to remain 
associated with their craft. We want to bring the 
best craftsmanship to the world from across 
weaving clusters of India. 

HOW DO YOU PLAN TO REVIVE THE 
HANDLOOM INDUSTRY? DO YOU 
THINK THE PRICE OF A HANDLOOM 
WEAVE WILL DETER A CUSTOMER AS 
COMPARED TO A POWER LOOM?
India is known for its textiles across the world. It 
is the only country where each state has its own 
unique weave and expertise. Handlooms will 
always hold a special place for connoisseurs of 
textiles. While power looms spin imitations at a 
much lower price, they can’t work with delicate 
fabrics and intricate designs. We have been 
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to name a few, we have also an exclusive range 
of Shikargahs in different weaving styles like real 
silver zari, Tanchois, Kimkhabs and the traditional 
zari work. We do a lot of fusion with designs too. 
For instance while creating a traditional Benarasi 
pattern with hunting and animal scenes reflecting 
northern Indian motifs on our saris, we also use 
designs from southern India in the same piece.

HOW DO YOU INCORPORATE 
SUSTAINABILITY INTO YOUR CLOTHES?
Handloom predominantly works with natural 
fibres and therefore remains sustainable. We 
focus on providing an expression to the natural 
creative instincts while restoring traditional craft. 
This provides a means of living for struggling 
craftsmen with a market to showcase their best 
products while weaving a story for their clients. 
Economic independence is key to making 
such artisans and their weaves sustainable. 
We encourage our weavers to experiment with 
organic dyes and water reuse, to sustain growth 
for products. The key is to keep the weaver 
engaged economically.

HOW HAS THE CUSTOMER RESPONSE 
BEEN IN TERMS OF THE PRICING 
OF HANDLOOMS AS COMPARED TO 
POWER LOOMS?
Handlooms take an ample amount of time and 
effort. But the delicate and neat work offered by 

skilled workers are missing in power looms. Every 
day a unique design is made which isn't a replica 
of the previous ones. Therefore, customers do 
not have a problem when they are asked to pay a 
higher price for handloom pieces.

HOW FREQUENTLY DO YOU BRING OUT 
NEW COLLECTIONS?
Handlooms are a journey and we are proud to 
be able to add one handcrafted piece to our 
collection daily. But weaving alters according 
to the season. In spite of that we continue to 
customise products according to requirements.

WHAT ARE YOUR FUTURE PLANS?
We plan to extend our weaving clusters while 
increasing our presence in offline stores. 
Weaverstory is currently available in most Taj 
Khazana stores across India and will also be 
showcased in some international stores soon. 

HANDLOOM PREDOMINANTLY 
WORKS WITH NATURAL FIBRES AND 
THEREFORE REMAINS SUSTAINABLE. 
WE FOCUS ON PROVIDING AN 
EXPRESSION TO THE NATURAL 
CREATIVE INSTINCTS WHILE 
RESTORING TRADITIONAL CRAFT.
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FIRST PERSON

It is not only about photography for Pranab Gandhi, who needs to picturise the overall 
campaign before clicking shots. In a short conversation with the dynamic fashion  
photographer Ayesha Sultana Mohiuddin Gopalan receives a glimpse into what goes on 
behind the camera…

Inside the Mind’s Eye

showroom nearby that catered to family clothing. 
But the image and the layout, I somehow felt, 
could have been presented in a much more 
attractive manner. 

So, on a fine Monday morning I decided to 
take a slight detour and visit the owner of the 
showroom. I walked in while the shop was 
in the middle of an accounting session and 
immediately decided to speak with its owner. He 
was kind enough to entertain me. I told him of the 
advertisement displayed at the station and said 
that I could do a better job of it. He agreed so I 

WHAT MADE YOU CHOOSE  
FASHION PHOTOGRAPHY?
I actually never wanted to be a Fashion 
Photographer. I always wanted to direct films. 
But in 2001, while trying to make my mark as a 
film writer, in an extremely conservative industry 
where newcomers were not too welcome, I would 
have to attend several film writing workshops to 
better my skills. To get to them, I would use the 
railway foot bridge at Ville Parle where I often 
came across an advertisement of a retail garment 
brand. This ad showcased a family photo for a 
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“MY FRIENDS IN THE FASHION 
INDUSTRY WHO WANTED TO 
ASSOCIATE IN SOMETHING 
CREATIVE HELPED ME ESTABLISH 
MY ADVERTISING AGENCY. IT WAS 
AN ERA OF TRANSITION FROM 
PHOTOGRAPHY FILMS TO DSLRS.”

asked him to just give me money for the roll and 
that I would arrange for a good photographer and 
cinch together an image worthy of the site. That 
was the beginning of my career.

The owner I visited was Mr Dhiraj Shah and the 
showroom was Trendsetter. That one meeting 
was a game changer for me as well as my client. 
It was also the beginning of Talentvision later 
known as TVDC - Your Brand Guru. My friends 
in the fashion industry who wanted to associate 
in something creative helped me establish my 
advertising agency. It was an era where the 
industry was transiting from photography films 
to DSLRs. What needed to be shot on 120mm 
positive camera rolls for hoardings, then drum 
scanned and finally retouched to recover the 
generation loss, disappeared thanks to the 
DSLR. In fact, the former process was very 
costly because there were only three to four flex 
machines in Mumbai at the time and the rate we 
spent on printing a banner was nine times the 
current rate per sq feet of the same! But running 
an advertising agency where the entire production 
was handled by me had taught me a lot of things. 
Since there was always a blame game taking 
place between the photographer, who worked for 
me, and the printer, as the creative head it would 
become my job to deliver the perfect end result 
to my clients. For this, I would have to enter the 
printing press and ensure that the colours of the 
fabric and the skin came out perfect, while also 
ensuring the manual registration was on point 

and so on and so forth. But in spite of all the hard 
work put in by me and my team, there were still 
times when the images did not come out perfect 
in print. 
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The next time,Trendsetter wanted an 
advertisement for display, they pushed me 
to shoot for them, convinced that I would do 
a far better job than other photographers. 
So after almost 10 years of production and 
creativity I set out to create my own shoot. 

The first shoot I did as a photographer 
was with a 'Hasselblad H3D 39 DSLR'. The 
images were so good that they were put 
up on hoardings across the city! Shooting 
photographs soon became a cakewalk. 
I knew my shot and I knew what would 
give it the extra oomph. They say a good 
editor makes a good director and the same 
thumb rule applied to me as well. There 
was zero production time wasted and I 
knew what every final shot looked like even 
before clicking and focussing on the model. 
It was at a time when clients still had a 
budget to run campaigns. However, after 
the 2008 recession things changed. There 
was a slowdown and clients began to get 
cautious. They began to stick to catalogue 
shoots again. But I was never interested 
in reference shoots because it was never 
only about photography for me. I wanted 
to brand each product. That is the key to 
effective advertising. Since I was catering to 
niche clients who understood the sense of 
fashion I had, unlike the typical ‘Surat’ style 
of advertising which included straight ironed 
saris and tonnes of makeup, minimalistic and 

THE FIRST SHOOT I DID AS A 
PHOTOGRAPHER WAS WITH A 
'HASSELBLAD H3D 39 DSLR'. 
THE IMAGES WERE SO GOOD 
THAT THEY WERE PUT UP ON 
HOARDINGS ACROSS THE CITY!
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natural looks were key for me. I never changed 
the look of the model with heavy makeup and a 
fancy hairstyle. Having worked with stylists like 
Rohit Verma, I realised that a true stylist is one 
who knows how to drape even an unstitched 
blouse stylishly. 

WHAT MAKES YOUR SHOTS UNIQUE?
I have never compromised in the selection of 
my models. In fact, I do not touch my camera 
if I don't find the subject up to the mark. I 
believe it is important to have the right face for 
a campaign since they involve a huge amount 
of pre-production time. Makeup and hair also 
play an equally important role in any shoot. But 
what matters most is how well a photographer 
conveys his vision to the make-up artist. 

WITH THE CURRENT COVID 
SITUATION, HOW HAS YOUR BUSINESS 
BEEN AFFECTED?
Covid-19 has affected the whole world. We cater 
to two types of clients namely B2B clients like 
wholesalers and manufacturers and B2C clients 
that include retailers and fashion designers. 
We also shoot for products like marriage wear, 
office wear, casual wear etc. Thanks to Covid no 
marriages have taken place recently on a large 
scale nor have there been people going to office 
or doing daily jobs. This has affected sales with 
retailers and as a result the entire industry has 
had to face collateral damage.

I DON'T TOUCH MY CAMERA IF I 
FIND THE SUBJECT NOT UP TO THE 
MARK. I BELIEVE IT IS IMPORTANT 
TO HAVE THE RIGHT FACE FOR 
A CAMPAIGN SINCE IT INVOLVES 
A HUGE AMOUNT OF PRE-
PRODUCTION TIME.
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THE GDP IS DOWN AND SO IS THE 
DOMESTIC GARMENT INDUSTRY. HOW 
IS THIS AFFECTING THE FASHION 
WORLD ON THE WHOLE?
Basic essentials is key. Many big players have 
diversified into secondary sources of business like 
the Food and Beverages Industry. This is because 
of the uncertainty in the period of recovery. The 
Garment Industry unfortunately, is purely based 
on economy and sentiments. 
During the unlock we conducted a survey of 
existing retail-client performances and noticed 
that only those selling basic essential clothing 
were thriving. In fact, they were doing better than 
the last quarter of 2019-20! 

DO YOU THINK THE INDUSTRY WILL 
BE ABLE TO BOUNCE BACK FROM 
THIS MAJOR FALL? BY WHEN DO YOU 
THINK WILL  BUSINESS NORMALISE 
TENTATIVELY?
Business will definitely bounce back and I am 
sure it will be stronger and more mature. 2021 will 
also see a lot of corrections in industry functions. 

While many small players may get wiped out the 
ones who survive will never have to look back. 

WHAT DOES THE GOVERNMENT 
NEED TO DO TO HELP THE GARMENT 
INDUSTRY RETURN TO NORMALCY?
I believe that a reduction in bank interest rate,  
an extension in soft loans and a moratorium 
for the repayment of the principal and interest 
amount to banks may help. While the industry 
employs over a 100 million people and also 
earns around $30 to $40 billion in Forex, the 
Government’s reduction of GST may boost the 
industry’s morale.

AS A FASHION PHOTOGRAPHER WHAT 
ARE THE TWO MOST ESSENTIAL 
THINGS THAT YOU MUST LOOK OUT 
FOR TO ENSURE YOUR PHOTOGRAPHS 
ARE BETTER THAN THE REST?
There are many essentials to look at when we 
shoot. Fashion photography is like a film. If the 
story is good but the actors are not then the film 
bombs and if both are good but the direction 
is weak it still bombs! A photograph must be 
seen in its totality. This includes a good subject, 
good makeup, hair and most importantly, a good 
concept with perfect light settings for a good post 
production. 

Another thing that our industry really needs is 
the quantum of that which cannot be measured 
- class. Being classy does not involve making 
huge sets or going to exotic locations for a 
shoot. Sometimes being minimalistic is equally 

FASHION PHOTOGRAPHY IS LIKE A 
FILM. IF THE STORY IS GOOD BUT 
THE ACTORS ARE NOT THEN THE 
FILM BOMBS AND IF BOTH ARE 
GOOD BUT THE DIRECTION IS WEAK 
IT STILL BOMBS!
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important. Making a loud campaign does not 
necessarily help in the overall branding all the 
time. In fact, if we look at the best brands in 
the world they all have one thing in common 
– to achieve creativity minimalistically. A 
monochromatic logo and a plain background 
shoot will always have a better recall value if you 
pitch it to the right audience. 

Clients need to ask themselves one thing 
before spending money on any shoot. Is this a 
short term spend that needs to be recovered in 
the sale proceeds of the product shot or should 
the focus be on images that will help in the overall 
branding through each shoot? Branding is an 
investment, not an expense.

WHAT IS THE FUTURE OF THE 
FASHION INDUSTRY? DO YOU THINK 
PEOPLE WILL BE ABLE TO AFFORD 
SUSTAINABLE FASHION CONSIDERING 
HOW EXPENSIVE EACH PIECE IS?
Affordability of sustainable fashion is directly 
proportionate to the economy. There will always 
be a market for expensive fashion but if the 
economy is weak, people may consider renting 
outfits like in the west. Once things normalise and 

the economy is on track, people will return to 
spending money on clothes instead of only on 
buying essentials.

But I think e-com will be the next big thing. 
A process which remained unorganised until 
now, except for a few labels, is seeing a big 
transformation. Covid-19 has given the e-com 
industry the much needed leap it needed.  
Now, retailers cannot blame low online sales 
on customers. If they want results on e-com 
sites then they need to think outside the box. 
Making a website is one thing but to make 
everyone aware of it and entice them to go on 
to the portal is another. This includes a blend of 
Offline and Online marketing methods. 

You can also visit http://pranabgandhi.com/

THERE WILL ALWAYS BE A MARKET 
FOR EXPENSIVE FASHION BUT IF 
THE ECONOMY IS WEAK, PEOPLE 
MAY CONSIDER RENTING OUTFITS 
LIKE IN THE WEST.
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NOVEMBER 2020
F2ND MOROCCO INTERNATIONAL YARN AND FABRIC 
SOURCING SHOW 2020

Nov 04–07, 2020
The Morocco International Yarn and Fabric Sourcing 
Show is a one-stop marketplace of Morocco for textile 
business as well as presenting the latest fabrics and 
trends. Many of them will present their up-to-date yarn, 
fabrics, trims, and accessories, which is ready-to-use for 
garments, accessories, industrial use, and other various 
applications. The Show will be fully equipped with all 
ranges of textile products enhanced with the latest 
technology and will set a new definition of smart fabrics 
in order to satisfy the growing demand of  
the buyers.

VENUE I Foire Internationale de Casablanca Expo 
Center, Casablanca, Morocco 
DEMOGRAPHY I International  
CITY I Casablanca

BAZAAR BERLIN 2020

Nov 04–08, 2020
Bazaar Berlin is a successful realisation of the concept 
of global market - local goods. The manufacturers 
and distributors of crafts and handicrafts from all over 
the world will present the buyer ethno-quality natural 
products. The exhibition offers visitors the subdividing 
Natural Living, Art and Style at Home.   

VENUE I Messe Berlin, Messedamm 22, 14055, 
Berlin, Germany 
DEMOGRAPHY I International  
CITY I Berlin

TEXTECH MOROCCO INTERNATIONAL EXPO 2020

Nov 04–07, 2020 
The Expo will enable the Textile /Apparel Industry buyers 
of Morocco to meet overseas Textile Apparel Technology 
and Machinery manufacturers and suppliers face to face 

for excellent qualities and reasonable prices. It will also 
provide an opportunity to discover something unique 
and innovative in technologies in the machinery sector. 
The finest products will be brought for the Textile and 
Apparel Industry of Morocco from top manufacturers of 
Textile and Apparel Machinery manufacturers worldwide. 

VENUE I La Foire Internationale de Casablanca, 
Casablanca, Morocco 
DEMOGRAPHY I International  
CITY I Casablanca

THE CREATIVE CRAFT SHOW BIRMINGHAM 2020

Nov 05–08, 2020 
It’s the biggest hobby event of the year! Join like-
minded crafters for our flagship show with unrivalled 
features, workshops, shopping, demonstrations and 
more! What’s more you’ll gain access to three shows 
for one ticket!

VENUE I NEC, National Exhibition Centre, North 
Avenue, Marston Green, Birmingham, United 
Kingdom 
DEMOGRAPHY I International  
CITY I Casablanca

IHGF DELHI FAIR VIRTUAL AUTUMN - 2020

Nov 04–09, 2020
IHGF Delhi Fair Virtual Autumn 2020 - the world's 
favourite home, fashion, lifestyle and textiles show 
will now be virtual, composed with engaging onsite 
experiences. Get ready to connect with over 1500 
suppliers in real time, during the event. Visitation 
would be open round the clock, with convenient and 
expanded business hours. So register now - free of 
any charge, and start browsing and sourcing from 
your preferred location.

VENUE I Online, India 
DEMOGRAPHY I National  
CITY I Delhi  

EventsCalendar
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QUILT CRAFT AND SEWING FESTIVAL TUCSON - 2020

Nov 05–07, 2020
Quilt Craft and Sewing Festival Tucson features 
Stenciling, Wearable Art, Miniatures, Punch Embroidery, 
Japanese Braiding, Quilting, Tole Photo Albums, Bow 
Making, Needlepoint, Crocheting, Rubber Stamping, 
Painting and etc.

VENUE I Tucson Expo Center, 3750 E Irvington Rd, 
Tucson, United States of America 
DEMOGRAPHY I International 
CITY I Tucson

7TH BIGTEX – BANGLADESH INTERNATIONAL 
GARMENT AND TEXTILE MACHINERY EXPO 2020
Nov 05–08, 2020 
After getting tremendous response from previous editions, 
RedCarpet365 Ltd is organising the 7th BIGTEX – 
Bangladesh International Garment and Textile Machinery 
Expo, at International Convention City Bashundhara 
- ICCB, Dhaka – Bangladesh. Garment and Textile 
Machinery, Equipment, Technology and Accessories 
- Manufacturer, Dealers, Suppliers and Importers from 
Home and Abroad will participate at this mega exhibition. 
Targeting the entire Textile, Garment and Apparel industry 
of Bangladesh, BIGTEX have three concurrent expos 
named as 7th Bangladesh Int’l Fabric and Yarn Expo, 
7th Bangladesh Int’l Print, Pack and Sign Expo and 7th 
Bangladesh Int’l Dyes, Pigments and Chemicals Expo.

VENUE I International Convention City Bashundhara 
(ICCB), Dhaka, Bangladesh 
DEMOGRAPHY I International 
CITY I Dhaka

DECEMBER 2020
JAPAN BEST KNIT SELECTION 2020 

Dec 08–09, 2020 
Japan Best Knit Selection (JBKS), is a comprehensive 
exhibition for business matching between knit makers 

and apparel brands/retailers that started in 2009. 
It gathers high-qualified ‘Made in Japan’ knitwear 
and textiles, representing unique Japanese knitting 
techniques. This is the place to find creative knit 
fashions from across different regions in Japan.

VENUE I Tokyo International Forum, Tokyo, Japan 
DEMOGRAPHY I International  
CITY I Tokyo

PERFORMANCE DAYS FUNCTIONAL FABRIC - 
2020
Dec 09–10, 2020
Performance Days’ functional fabric fair was 
launched by Weichert Agencies in 2008 as the first 
event of its kind and is still the only one to date. 
Created as a special platform for functional sports 
and workwear fabrics to include yarns, finishes, and 
accessories. Performance Days has established 
itself now as a semi-annual event held currently in 
Munich, Germany.

VENUE I Messe München, Munich, Germany 
DEMOGRAPHY I International  
CITY I Munich

BLOSSOM PREMIERE VISION PARIS 2020

Dec 09–10, 2020
Blossom Premiere Vision welcome more than 110 
exhibitors – weavers, tanners and accessories 
manufacturers – to the Carreau du Temple in 
Paris.

VENUE I Le Carreau du Temple, Rue Perrée, 
Paris, France  
DEMOGRAPHY I International  
CITY I Paris

THE EIGHTH CHINA HOMELIFE AND MACHINEX  
INDIA 2020

Dec 10–12, 2020
China Machinex India brings together thousands 
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of buyers and Chinese manufacturers on to a 
common platform. It also enables visitors to see 
a large number of products at the same time thus 
aiding in its evaluation and comparison.

VENUE I Bombay Exhibition Centre, Mumbai, India 
DEMOGRAPHY I International  
CITY I Mumbai

ASIA FASHION (THAILAND) SHOW H&B 2020

Dec 10–12, 2020 
Asia Fashion Bag (Thailand) Exhibition is currently 
the largest and most famous professional luggage 
leather goods and human body fashion decoration 
exhibition in Southeast Asia. Buyers come from 
27 countries and regions, including Thailand, 
Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, Indonesia, India, 
Philippines, Singapore, Russia, Italy, Germany, 
Spain, Brazil, Vietnam, Slovenia, etc.

VENUE I BITEC in Bangkok, Thailand 
DEMOGRAPHY I International 
CITY I Bangkok

ACCRA FASHION WEEK 2020

Dec 10–13, 2020 
Accra Fashion Week is a platform for African 
designers which is at par with fashion weeks across 
the major capitals. It aims to encourage creativity 
and culture across the continent while dealing 
with the absence of an active operating fashion 
infrastructure. 

VENUE I Providence Events and recreation centre, 
Accra, Ghana 
DEMOGRAPHY I International  
CITY I Accra

UMEX ASIA 2020

Dec 17–19, 2020
UMEX is the only business event of its kind in Asia 
focusing on Used Machinery. The 14th edition 

of leading trade fair will be organised at Pragati 
Maidan, New Delhi, India.

VENUE I Pragati Maidan, New Delhi, India 
DEMOGRAPHY I International  
CITY I New Delhi

JANUARY 2021
SAO PAULO PRET-A-PORTER - 2021

Jan 11-13, 2020 
Sao Paulo Pret-a-Porter has been gaining leaps 
and bounds in the exhibition and demonstration of 
trending clothes and accessories for this event that 
showcases Ladies' and Men's Fashions, Jeans, 
Hosiery, Knitting, Party wear, Knitwear and various 
other accessories.

VENUE I Expo Center Norte, Sao Paulo, Brazil 
DEMOGRAPHY I International 
CITY I Sao Paulo

PROMOTEX EXPO 2021

Jan 12-14, 2020
PromoTex Expo event will present promotional, 
sports and workwear as well as the service of 
textile finishing for the second time in Europe as the 
first event of the year.

VENUE I Messe Düsseldorf - P2, Düsseldorf, 
Germany 
DEMOGRAPHY I International 
CITY I Düsseldorf

APPAREL SOURCING USA 2021

Jan 12-14, 2020
Apparel Sourcing USA is an event that showcases 
products from apparel brands, retailers, 
wholesalers, and independent design firms. It is a 
dedicated sourcing marketplace for finding the best 
domestic and international apparel manufacturers. 
Apparel Sourcing USA showcases products like 
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Activewear, Denim, Dresses, Gloves, Hats/Headwear, 
Intimates/Shapewear, Jewelry, Knits/Tops, Labels, 
Loungewear/Sleepwear, Outerwear/Coats, Pants/
Bottoms, Polo Shirts/Shirting, Scarves/Shawls, 
Socks/Hosiery, Suiting, Sweaters, Swimwear/
Resortwear, Ties/Ascots, T-Shirts, Uniforms/
Workwear.

VENUE I Jacob K Javits Convention Center, New 
York, United States Of America 
DEMOGRAPHY I International 
CITY I New York

JUNIOSHOW 2021

Jan 13-16, 2020
JUNIOSHOW Bursa International Baby, Kidswear 
and Kids Necessities Fair, has been prepared by our 
organisation Tüyap Bursa Fairs Organisations Inc 
and Bursa Chamber of Commerce, in cooperation 
with the Baby Child Confection Industrialists and 
Businessmen Association (BEKSİAD).

VENUE I CTuyap near Altınova Mahallesi, Altınova 
Park, 1 Karaca Sokak, 16250 Osmangazi/  
Bursa, Turkey 
DEMOGRAPHY I International 
CITY I Bursa

GARMENT TECHNOLOGY EXPO - 2021
Jan 15-18, 2020
Garment Technology Expo’s flagship event, GTE, 
New Delhi is held in the springtime, annually. It 
flagged off in 2001 with 87 participants and managed 
4700 visitors. Through its journey across 26 editions 
of progressive growth and consistent patronage, 
the 2016 edition was seen accommodating 327 
participants, representing over 800 companies and 
brands from 22 different countries. 

VENUE I NSIC Exhibition Complex, New Delhi, India 
DEMOGRAPHY I National  
CITY I New Delhi

CANADA'S BRIDAL SHOW 2021

Jan 15-17, 2020
Canada Bridal Show is a must-attend event for all 
bridal industry stakeholders. This event possesses 
the specialty of displaying the best wedding 
dresses, groom wear, decoration, photography, 
cakes, jewellery and much more. It exhibits all the 
products and services that brides need to plan the 
majestic wedding of their dreams.

VENUE I Metro Toronto Convention Centre, 
Toronto, Canada 
DEMOGRAPHY I International 
CITY I Toronto

FEBRUARY 2021
72ND NATIONAL GARMENT FAIR

Feb 22 —24, 2020 
The 72nd National Garment Fair being organised 
by The Clothing Manufacturer's Association of 
India (CMAI) the Spring/Summer Show 2020-
21, will be held in February 2021. One of India's 
Largest Apparel Shows, the 72nd NGF will 
be the perfect platform to connect garment 
manufacturers, distributors, and agents across  
the country.

VENUE I JW Marriott, Mumbai Sahar, Chatrapati 
Shivaji International Airport, Mumbai - 400099 
DEMOGRAPHY I National  
CITY I Mumbai

For more information, log on to www.fibre2fashion.com 

In lieu of the ongoing Global Health Emergency due 
to COVID-19 & travel restrictions imposed on various 
countries, we request you to check the actual status of 
the event directly with the organisers first.
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Dedicating 
a Sonnet to 

Fashion
The Fashion Design Council of India 
presented its first ‘phygital’ edition of 
Lotus Make-Up India Fashion Week 

Spring/Summer 2021 (LMIFW SS 2021) 
from October 14 to October 18, 2020, 

where 43 designers unveiled their 
collections at 34 shows in a mélange of 
colour, style, fabrics and well-directed 

videos. Meher Castelino writes more…
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DAY ONE
Rajesh Pratap Singh opened LMIFW SS 21  
with his amazing ‘Fall.ing 2020’ line featuring 
a range from pretty pastels to hot hues with 
mesmerising hand block prints and embroidery. 
The fabrics included handlooms, glass cotton and 
silk satin. The detailing was minute and intricate 
with pin tucks - a specialty of the designer - on 
white creations. 

The DHI collection which was called ‘Mirror Me’ 
was practical and wearable. It was showcased 
in organic cotton and khadi in shades of aqua, 
neutrals and navy for dresses. The line also 
included jumpsuits, pants, blouses and skirts. 

Nitin Bal Chauhan brought to the forefront 
extreme fashion, called ‘Naevus’ - inspired by 
the Jallianwala Bagh massacre. Metallic rings, 
leather straps/belts, lacy Victorian collars/cuff, 
3D embroidery with exaggerated sleeves and 
silhouettes were presented in blood red, black 
and pink. The bold prints and design construction 
reflected a military-like look for the collection.

Payal Jain’s ‘Holy Script’ showcased beautiful 
holiday wear with vivid abstract prints, in rich 

hues. The silk and cotton Chanderi, organza and 
Munga fabrics, gave her garments a fluid, flowing 
appeal. Vaishali S unveiled her ‘Rebirth’ collection, 
showcasing her corded web-like detailing and 
intense construction. The Khunn weave was also 
evident along with Murshidabadi silk in innovative 
silhouettes and separates.

Namrata Joshipura ended Day One with  
her elegant sporty cocktail line which displayed 
intense pearl embroidery on sharply cut jackets; 
figure-hugging gowns, evening dresses,  
high-waist trousers and two-button jackets. 
Feathers appeared to soften the capes and 
blouses in their detailing, while dressy pinafores 
were brought to attention.
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Ravi Bajaj brought retro Bollywood glamour to 
centre stage with classic shaded embroidered 
saris, ornate cholis, jackets and slinky skirts for 
women. For men’s wear it was stylish sherwanis, 
bundies and bundgala jackets in bold colours 
with heavy texturing. 

Suneet Varma’s ‘The Eternal Lightness 
of Being’ was an ethereal line in soft pastel 
yellow, blue, lime, pink, ebony and ivory for the 
exquisitely embroidered creations in crushed 
georgette organza and crinkled chiffon.

DAY TWO
Archana Rao’s ‘The Wild Flower’ line was a 
melody of floral prints on wispy summer wear. 

Guapa’s ‘Enchanted Forest’ had motifs of 
birds, bunnies, tree of life and marigolds. 

Abirr N’ Nanki’s Limerick unveiled their 
‘Chrysalis SS ‘21’ look that had bouquets of 
motifs from the Mughal gardens in soft pastels for 
sheer/solid fabrics.

Nirmooha’s geometric squares in teal, blush, 
black, maroon and mauve were a fun and  
frothy line created from hand spun Muga silk  
and organza.

Ranna Gill’s ‘Floral Opulence’ featured pleated 
skirts, tunics, maxis and belted dresses in bold 
black, ivory, ruby, green and marigold with 
embroidery showcasing a more flamboyant look.

Siddartha Tytler gave bold fashion directions 
for men and women’s wear in his presentation 
of lehengas and Sherwanis displayed in glittering 
brocade, cotton, mulmul, leather, suede, linen 
and crêpe as the base. The creations which 
were exotic, dramatic and bold, were perfect for 
adventurous dressers.

Gauri and Nainika’s ‘Spring/Summer ‘21’ look 
displayed romantic midis and gowns visualised 
in flowing crêpes and sheer fabrics for wrap skirt 
dresses, and asymmetric creations in red, bottle 
green and black with floral and leaf prints.
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the figure like a second skin. From stylish cocktail 
creations to glittering bridal wear the look spelt 
opulence in capital letters.

Abhishek Gupta’s ‘Benaras’ collection was 
a vision in shaded fabrics with intense white 
embroidery for men’s and women’s ethnic 
creations. The brocade lining for men’s sherwanis 
was also a lush addition.

Varun Bahl brought glamour to his collection 
with ‘Bloom–Demi Couture 20’ that included 
layers of tulle and 3D embellishment. These 
were displayed in the form of gowns, tulip pants, 
waistcoats and capes in pure silk organza with 
bugle beads, ruffles and pleats.

Tarun Tahiliani’s ‘The Age of Innocence’ bridal 
collection was aimed at the modern bridal couple 
and predominantly exhibited rich red, aqua, pink, 
jade and meenakari hues for jamavaars and 
brocades for both men and women’s creations.

DAY THREE
Ashima-Leena’s label showcased only bridal-wear 
glamour of the ultimate kind for Indian ensembles 
in the ‘Umme Rabab’ collection. With shimmering 
embellishments for lehengas, cholis, dupattas 
and kurtas in lush brocades, the look exhibited 
tradition as well as grandeur.

Gaya’s fun lounge wear line in vibrant, bright 
prints and denim offered two looks – the Palm 
Leaf print and Loungy Denims in tropical colours. 
Kaftans, robes, knitted dresses; tracksuits and 
soft pants were also displayed as comfort wear.

Naturally Anuradha’s Mekhela Chadar saris 
were a glorious carnival of hues and weaves, 
showcased for the festive season in Endi, Muga 
and Nuni Silks and cotton fabrics using 100 per 
cent pure vegetable dyes.

Niki Mahajan’s collection ‘The Midnight Sky’ 
also brought Indian textiles with silver metal wire 
and mirror work for the black, grey, blue and 
purple collection. 

Rimi Nayak’s ‘Bloom’ collection blossomed 
with foliage prints for a relaxed summer resort line 
of dresses, kaftans, skirts and batwing blouses.

Neeta Lulla’s ‘The She Universe’ unveiled a 
fearless glamorous collection replete with dazzling 
sari gowns and pre-stitched saris moulded to 
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DAY FOUR
Nikhita Taandon of Mynah Designs brought 
the colours of the forest into her ‘Enchanted’ 
collection comprising fitted gowns with multi-
coloured handiwork. The 12 ensembles were 
replete with shimmering sequins and ideal 
formal wear.

Nidhi Yasha showcased a perfect resort wear 
line with diaphanous fabrics, prints, colours of 
the beach and sky, beaded with tassels, ruffles 
and cascades to accentuate the garments.

Nikita Mhaisalkar’s ‘Guzel SS21’ was a 
colourful ode to Turkey in shades of gold, 
bronze and brown for intricately patterned suits, 
kaftans, jackets and maxis.

Shivani Jain’s ‘Tisharth’ label unveiled the 
candy pop colour collection ‘Connected’ for 
cocktail wear that brought detailing like metal 
buckles, chains and belts to the forefront for 
sharply cut dresses.

Bloni’s ‘Allogamy’ collection for men and 
women displayed a futuristic line that paid 
homage to the environment and the use of 
innovative fabrics, with machine and hand 
embroidery. The oversized baggy jackets,  
kurtas in UV Neon colours along with some 
stunning tulle saris and robes ensured that Bloni 
presented a space-age collection which was 
wearable at all times.

From Geisha Designs by Paras and Shalini, the 
‘Bloom in Love’ collection was a bridal line  
in floral prints on breezy light fabrics with  
colours, texturing and detailing bringing 
importance to the ensemble.

Samant Chauhan’s grand ball gowns  
with intricate embroidery were called ‘Ode’  
as it was a tribute to jewel colours for silk.  
The low necklines, backless silhouettes and  
cold shoulder constructions were the highlights  
of the ensembles.

Virtues brought in a gypsy vibe with ‘Indian 
High’ a line of mixed weaves, fabrics, silhouettes 
and colours.

Ashish N Soni made a strong social statement 
with his black and white line for men and women 
featuring tuxedos, bomber jackets, hoodies, long 
belted coats and pin tucked long white shirts.

Shantanu and Nikhil moved into the future with 
their ‘The Declaration 2034’ look with AI being in 
charge of the country. The Military regalia for men 
and women featured sharply cut coats, jackets, 
cuffed trousers belted tunics all accessorised with 
medals and monograms.
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DAY FIVE
The Class of 2020 from the fashion design course 
of Pearl Academy presented a sporty street-smart 
line called ‘Fashion Reboot’ that had a youthful 
zingy vibe.

Sahib Bhatia unveiled his men’s wear  
line ‘Cosmos’ with Amaaré, his label, that 
exhibited sharp tailoring, great construction  
and minute detailing in deep tones of maroon, 
navy and black.

Felix Bendish’s ‘Water’ collection brought 
accessories to the centre stage. Quirky, 
handmade jewellery in prints, colours and crystals 
were turned into hairbands necklaces, brooches, 
earrings, tiaras, belts, hair clips, bow ties, chains, 
rings and pendants.

Janavi’s collection of ornate shawls and saris 
called ‘Talisman’ were displayed in three lines 
featuring dazzling embroidery of flowers, bees, 
bows, butterflies, doves and dragons.

Pawan Sachdeva’s ‘Blitzen’ collection brought 
men’s wear back with stylish silhouettes brought 
to male dressers in ink blue and black with 
grey and shiny metallics for added excitement. 
Jogging pants, zippered Tees and jackets that 
were also displayed were not only functional but 
also trendy.

Vikram Bajaj’s men’s look was colourful, 
adventurous and almost unisexual. Called 
‘Conditions Counterplay’, the shade card 
included Kapok Green, Khaki, blue, lemon, 
fuchsia and striking orange prints. 

Rina Dhaka’s ‘Book of Courage’ line paid homage to 
struggling artisans and workers in the fashion industry. It 
included an ethereal range of saris, kurtas, shararas, skirts 
and blouses that dazzled with silver and white embroidery 
and was in certain places edged with lace.

Shivan & Narresh brought luxury holiday glamour with 
their ‘Ana10mySeries’ of Swim, resort; cruise safari and 
ski wear lines. The colours included wild and vibrant prints 
that were arrestingly visual and at times tribal in nature.

The Rohit Gandhi and Rahul Khanna Show ‘Parallax’ 
was all about midnight elegance for men and women. 
Designed in three colours - red, ink and black for women 
and black for men, the glittering gowns and sharply 
tailored suits in velvet and silk for tuxedos was perfect for 
the Grand Finale. 
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Read on about the brands in vogue...

COMPANY
CACHET

DUKE

Ludhiana based Duke Fashions (India) Ltd, a 
much-favored name in ready-made garments, 
recently launched its latest Autumn Winter 
Collection, now available at exclusive outlets. The 
collection features a variety of designs to capture 
the eye in fun styles and grab your attention 
through the Festival Season. #weloveduke 
Autumn Winter Collection is also available online 
at www.dukeindia.com.

Having employed a new generation of Indian 
and European designers who have helped 
breathe in a youthful and vibrant life into this 
collection, Duke Fashion Autumn Winter’ 20-21 is 
sure to be cozy, fashionable and yet cosmopolitan 
while drawing inspiration from across the world. 
The entire collection comes in styles with various 
fits, a variety of fabrics and interesting patterns. 
You can pick out any apparel and footwear from 
countless options served by Duke to give yourself 
a wardrobe makeover.

In spite of the raging pandemic, Duke has 
received an overwhelming and positive response 
from buyers/ dealers/ distributors and franchises. 
The brand has also showcased more than 500 
winter category articles, appreciated by buyers 
for style, fabric quality and smartness. “Our 
Autumn Winter’ 20-21 Collection is based on the 
philosophy that we must create ageless trends 
for self- confident people for all seasons,” said 
Mr Kuntal Raj Jain, Managing Director, Duke 
Fashions (India) Ltd.

“Our target audience is today’s youth who is 
looking for trendy and stylish clothes that are 
in sync with international designs, fashion and 
quality. Duke is a value for money brand and our 
mission is to make available international designs 
and styles at affordable prices. We see it as our 
duty to provide our customers the inspiration they 
need to look and feel confident,” he concluded. 
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To keep abreast with the pace of change in the industry, Apparel 
is committed to serve its readers with rich content supplemented 
with thorough analysis, round the globe surveys, fashion and trend 
forecasts by analysts, experts, top-end decision makers and veterans 
of the industry, from India and abroad. Apparel has a finger on the 
pulse of the global market in today's open economy. For global players 
in the textiles and apparel industry seeking to expand their business 
base in the Indian subcontinent, Apparel is the most trusted trade 
publication with precise, timely and authentic information.

Apparel is widely distributed in India and abroad amongst 
manufacturers, exporters, importers, retailers, fabric and accessory 
suppliers, government agencies, machinery manufacturers, trade 
fair organisers, fashion institutes and all those connected with the 
garment industry.

Let Apparel be your most trusted source of information.
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A Step 
Towards the 

Future 
Smt Smriti Zubin 

Irani Inaugurated the 
71st NGF-Online, in 
its First ever Digital 

Format, citing CMAI’s 
commitment to 

Innovation, Adaptation 
and Change

Gamosas -  
A Gift  

of Respect  
and Love

Whether it is a gift 
or just worn as an 
everyday garment, 

the versatile gamosa 
has more to offer than 

what meets the eye

A New   
   BeGiNNiNG
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